Dedication

In deepest Love and Gratitude,
I dedicate this book to the Nature Kingdom.

In Appreciation

To Lawrence M. Frank for supporting the publication of this book.
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Just as the Cetaceans are the Earth’s Record Keepers living in the Oceans, do you know that the TREES are the Record Keepers living on Land?

The Trees comprise a “vast underground communication network” system that transmits information so that all Trees, everywhere on Earth, know instantly all that occurs. They are Living Libraries embodied in bark that we, as humans, can easily “tap” into (note the term “tap root”—we can tap into their vast library). Their “line” is always open to us, so tap into it—they are eagerly awaiting our call. They are waiting for us to acknowledge them as the Tree People.

For uncensored worldwide news and answers to any question, Hug a Tree—it not only saves paper, but their lives as well.

A Note from the Author to “Hug a Tree”
How the Tree People Manifested this Book

In early 2008, Dianne Robbins received this message during a time of meditation:

We are the Tree People, and we would like to begin our dictations to you again. Now that your other book is finished (The Call Goes Out from the Cetacean Nation), the way is clear. We, too, need a voice to speak through, and we have chosen you, who have also chosen us. We wave our leaves at you to begin.

We thank you for putting our message on the last page of the Cetacean Nation book. The Cetacean Kingdom has made their voices known through you, and it is now time for the Trees to do the same. We wish you a bon voyage through our leaves that wave in the wind.

Foreword from the Tree People

Greetings, Dear People of Earth. We are the Tree People, and we thank you for reading our book of messages, dictated from us to you, for the purpose of acquainting you with our world and seeing the world around you through our eyes. For our eyes encompass all realms, including yours.

As you read our messages of love, know that our love for humanity is deep and profound, for you are the Caretakers of the Earth, and this is your domain. This is your world to love and to cherish. We only remind you of the great responsibility you have, so that you can fulfill it.

Many have come before you, without the awareness of the inter-connectiveness of all life. We only bring this to your attention so that you can see the link between us, yourself, and all life-forms, and care for all of nature’s creatures as your own. For indeed, all creatures are your children, whether born of you or not. For there is only one great Mother, and she is the Earth herself—giving birth to us all and giving us all a home to enable us to have the experiences we need for our souls to grow and thrive, so we can move on to higher realms.

So cherish the Earth, feel the sacredness of all life, and walk in harmony as your feet touch the Earth and your heart intertwines with ours.

We thank you for reading our book, and through our messages may you understand the Great Laws of Life, and act to bring peace and harmony back to our planet. We stand with you as ONE.
Introducing...
The Tree People!
Trees are Living Libraries
By Mikos, an Inner Earth Resident

Our Dear Readers,

I am Mikos, introducing you to the Tree People living among you.

The Tree People are very Lighted Beings, and you can see how their auras fill the sky in towers of light waves radiating from their inner essences. They are tubes of light, carrying vast amounts of information and folklore to disseminate to humans on Earth, if only humans would tune into their frequency and connect with them on their wavelength. This is easy to do. You just call on the Trees and invoke their presence, and ask them to transfer their library to your vast vault inside yourself. Your vault is practically empty, so you have much storage room inside, just waiting to be filled with documents containing the mysteries of life—all the mysteries you haven’t as yet been able to unravel in your closed states of existence.

The Trees are “open” to all, and not closed in their belief systems or ways of thinking. They are open to the Universe and to all life around them, and welcome information coming in from all sources and all places.

They have a cataloging system built right into them that filters and sorts all the information into categories, and then files these categories away for easy retrieval—just like in the most modern of your libraries—only the Trees do it themselves, automatically, without any help from manmade technology. Yes, the Trees are most magnificent Beings, just waiting for you to retrieve all the information and knowledge of the Earth that they have stored over the millennia for you.

Between the Trees and the Cetaceans, you humans have more knowledge at your fingertips than you could ever read through, so we suggest you don’t read it—just imbibe it in your souls and it will filter up to you just when you need it. It is that easy. Information at your fingertips—and no need to read your books anymore, unless you want to read them just for the pure enjoyment; but books are not really necessary, for all the stories of the Earth and the Universe are already written and bound and found in the library rooms inside the Trees—just waiting for you to check them out. They will even give you a library card—encoded with your very own DNA library number on it, so that you can check out information anytime you desire—and there is no need to return it when you are done reading the records—you just keep it stored within you for future use, to retrieve when necessary. Such an easy system—isn’t it? Way beyond anything your technology could dream up.

Only the Creator can dream systems like this, so we suggest you tap into it and start retrieving all the information that is just waiting for you to check out and use for your survival. For survival is now the point where Earth Humans are in their evolution, and you need the information to survive these times of impending cataclysms. This information is crucial for you to have, for it can change the world in an instant by giving you the understanding you need to avert dire possibilities looming on the horizon caused by mankind’s ignorance and gross misdeeds.

So tune into the Trees, and also the Cetaceans, for the
guidance, information, and training you need to continue your life as a species dedicated to the Earth and not warring with the Earth. For the Earth is not at war—it is only humans who are at war with themselves, taking it out on others who they see as separate from themselves, rather than part of themselves. It is only your closed vision that keeps you in slavery—so reach out to the Trees who will open your eyesight to the gateway leading to the Stars. All you need to see clearly is just a “blink” away.
I am Mikos, your fellow traveler to the Stars. We bid you to travel with us—it is not a rocky road as you perceive it, but a well paved and smooth highway if you but connect to all the other life forms who are waving to you to join them along the road to unity with all. For it is in unity that we thrive, whereas in separateness we dive. So lift with us in consciousness, for all Earth is about to embark on a trip of great heights leading to the Stars. You call it “ascension”; we call it time travel leading to other time zones and dimensions, way beyond your current comprehension.

So open your doors to the Living Libraries all around you, and take advantage of their accumulation and wealth of knowledge that you so desperately need in your lives, so that you can fulfill your missions here on Earth in ease and grace. It is all waiting for you to plug into—and oh, so easy to do. Just intend it, and it is so. Intention is always the first step, and then consciously connecting and communing with the Trees is the second step, and walking among them, touching them, sitting with them is the third step, and voila, it will happen—you will be privy to their information and will find yourselves able to tap into their vast storage system with no effort—the words and thoughts will just appear to you as if you are reading them from a script on a movie screen. It is that easy.

So now that you know how to break the code and enter the Trees’ library, we will leave you here, as we ourselves walk into the Library of Porthologos for our morning of further enlightenment as we access the vast vaults of knowledge in our own library’s retrieval system that we have gleaned from the Stars.

I am Mikos, and I bid you a good day.

---

**Turn On the Creator Frequency**

We are the Nature Kingdom. You have been on a long journey, learning lessons of life in a limited “consciousness construct”. This is why humanity is struggling for survival. Survival is equated with consciousness. The higher the level of consciousness, the less struggle for survival. It’s this limited range of consciousness that prevents soul growth from occurring.

Your governments are instrumental in preventing you from experiencing the range of Light Encoded Information that’s streaming onto the planet. They do this by manipulating your environment through cell towers, cell phones, TV mind programming, food, water, and the air you breathe. It’s a campaign to thwart your growth and turn you into a robot, and they are succeeding on a mass scale. The best remedy for this is your return to Nature.

So turn off their frequency by going out into Nature where you can turn on the Creator Frequency, and you will bypass the darkness and re-bound into the Light. You can consciously do this through your awareness. We will help you.
Prana in the Oceans is the Staff of Life
By Corky, an Orca Whale

Corky is here. It is the Ocean that supplies the Life Force that keeps our Whale bodies and spirits alive. You on land lack this Life Force, as you’ve polluted your air and soil and water. The Oceans are the last untouched reaches, where it is still possible to swim in the pure Prana that keeps all life alive, and it is Prana that we Orcas breathe. **It is Prana that Trees and Plants consume, that keep them alive regardless of the soil condition or pollution of the air. Trees and Plants get their nutrients directly from the God Source instead of relying on the soil and air.** Prana is invisible to the eye, yet denser than molecules. It is pure food, in the perfect combination that keeps our bodies alive. Yes, we Orcas need our food from fish, but we imbibe Prana also—as it is our “Staff of Life”.

(From The Call Goes Out from the Cetacean Nation, by Dianne Robbins)
Trees are the Stewards of the Land

By Mikos

The Trees are Majestic Beings, evolved beyond anything your thoughts can picture. They wait for you to recognize them also as the stewards of the land, as the Cetaceans are the stewards of the sea, always giving you the oxygen you need, and absorbing the pollutants you create. And what do you do in return for this gift of life? You cut them down, you move them out of your way, and you ignore them. They are yearning to communicate with you, yearning to feel your touch and embrace you in their love and energy.

Go to them, talk to them, sit with them, as they stand vigil- tant over your homes and communities as protectors of your very lives. Talk to them, and they will answer. They have been waiting eons to have humans reconnect to them again.

(Excerpted from Messages from the Hollow Earth, by Dianne Robbins)
The Trees and Elementals Reach Out
We Trees Long for
Physical Contact with You

We are the Tree People, all decked out in our summer
greenery ready to burst forth into song and spread our melo-
dies far and wide over the countryside. It is a joy to experience
summer, and we are now at the height of the solstice, the
apex of the demarcation of the seasons, ready to dig
into the Earth for this growing season where we
grow rapidly after sitting dormant all the winter
months. All life experiences these bursts of
growth in the summer seasons, and all
life longs for the hot sun.

Our talk today will be about you—
our human brothers and sisters situ-
ated next to us on the surface—and
yet you hardly see or recognize us as
we stand before you in all our glory.
We stand here as sentinels, just waiting
for you to pay attention to us—to talk to
us—to touch us and wrap your arms around
our trunks as far as you can reach. We long
for this physical contact with you—this hands-on
contact where we can embrace each other at long last.
For our branches reach out to you to touch, and our leaves
fall to the ground for you to pick up and hold. We are always
reaching out to you with our songs that are carried on the wind,
if you but tune your ears to listen—for we sing loud and clear,
and our melodies are carried far and wide.

We are deeply dug in here, and we are not leaving the
Earth plane without humanity coming along. Yes, some of our
souls have left their barked bodies—but most of us remain
encased in our bark, waiting for the ascension as you do. We
have been embodied for so long compared to the short life of
humans that we would not deliberately leave now, with such a
short time left to go before the ascension waves occur.

We stand firm in our stance, and firm in our resolve to re-
main here on the surface and ascend with all life forms
and Earth herself. We will not abandon our posts.
There is too much at stake now, and every
one of us is needed...our Light is crucial at
this time to create the Light Wave that will
propel us into our ascension mode.

If only humans could communi-
cate with all the other life forms, you
would know what is occurring on the
Earth and you would be better able
to prepare yourselves for the changes
that are fast coming. Knowledge is what
has been kept from you, keeping you in
ignorance of life around you.

We are here to help you understand life, if you
would but take the time, give us your attention, and
tap into our vast library system of daily occurrences...just
one day of communicating with us would give you the direction
you need to set your life back on course and give you the knowl-
edge you need to understand what is happening and prepare
yourselves for what is about to occur planet-wide. So we stand
here, waiting for you to acknowledge us and tap into our hearts
for a Tree Connection—our line is always open, and it is free.